Mild cognitive impairment in older people.
As public awareness of Alzheimer's disease increases, more people are asking for help and advice about memory problems. Memory complaints may be secondary to psychiatric, psychological, and physical conditions and is an almost universal early symptom of dementia. The concept of amnestic mild cognitive impairment attempts to describe those people in whom memory loss is not of such severity to merit a diagnosis of dementia. The importance of this group of people is not just the need to develop interventions which ameliorate individual suffering but that they represent a population at high risk of developing dementia, especially Alzheimer's disease, and are an appropriate target for dementia prevention strategies. K Kantarci and colleagues (Dement Geriatr Cogn Disord 2002; 14: 198-207) looked at the diagnostic accuracy of magnetic-resonance hippocampal volumetry and spectroscopy in patients with mild cognitive impairment, in normal older people, and in patients with Alzheimer's disease. Hippocampal volumes and N-acetyl aspartate/creatine spectroscopy were the most sensitive assessments discriminating people with mild cognitive impairment from Alzheimer's disease. Combination assessments were better at discriminating these two groups from normal controls. The histological underpinning of cognitive symptoms in older people has been demonstrated by the Cognitive Function and Ageing study (Lancet 2001; 357: 169-75), which showed that a third of people with no clinical evidence of dementia had histopathological hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease. WHERE NEXT? 25 million people across the world have dementia. Mild cognitive impairment, if a validated concept, represents an opportunity for preventing dementia. As more information becomes available about the cause of Alzheimer's disease and prospects emerge for prevention, identification of predementia states offers considerable scope to reduce the individual and societal cost of the illness. Continued validation of the criteria for mild cognitive impairment and studies of intervention should be a priority. As more evidence becomes available highlighting the relatively arbitrary nature of dementia diagnosis (based largely on interference with activities) and interventions become available for the prevention of dementia, mild cognitive impairment and related conditions will become more important.